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Top pain points of 
Kubernetes





Introducing IBM Cloud Code Engine

"I just want to write & run my applications"
"I don't want to learn Kubernetes"

"I want smart infrastructure that does what it needs to do, not only 
what/when I tell it to do it"

Code Engine:
• The power of Kubernetes without the complexity 
• Scale to zero and to …
• Pay only for what you use
• Managed, simplified, intelligent hosting experience
• Designed to let your developers get back to coding



Who we built this for

I can run my containerized application without having to 
worry about sizing, creating or managing a cluster.

“Run my container” vs. “Give me a cluster, that I can 
then run my container on”.

Container-Savvy Developer

Batch Job Creator Functions Developer

I can create powerful batch jobs and easily combine 
them with events and other services.

The underlying platforms scales out and allows me to run 
massively parallel jobs … and I only pay for what I use.

I love Functions-as-a-Service and can now run them with 
almost no limits.

I now have a single platform to securely combine Functions 
with Apps and other containerized workloads

PaaS Developer
I can start utilizing a new powerful platform and:
- keep using a “push source code” experience
- do not have to worry about containers
- can easily connect my code to backing services



Demo





IBM Cloud Code Engine – Architecture
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* Note that developers don’t ”see” the 
cluster and are not responsible for it. 
They just deploy their workloads.



A developer can deploy any type of application container
batch job
source code
function

on a unified platform without

and only pay when his application is active.

provisioning
configuring
managing
securing

clusters
networks
VMs
certificates

any



Thank you for your attention!
Learn more on ibm.com/nl-en/cloud

Want to learn more ?
Join us on December 15th


